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ACROSS

1 Eye
5 Wordless
10 Heron cousin
14 Actress Charlotte
17 Pool shot
18 Actress Massey
19 Single: comb. form
20 Memorable Bombeck
22 Peep
23 Corsica’s hero
24 Family favorites
25 “The Piano Man,” self-acclaimed
26 Hugs
28 Tribunal to avoid
31 Mineo
32 Reapers to be
33 Door part
34 Smallest greatest show
38 Peer Gynt’s mother
40 Fire starter
41 “Good Times” star Esther
42 Grain
43 Ozzie and Harriet
45 Wings, to Caesar
46 PanAm competitor, once
47 Sternward
49 “Raise ___ and cry”
50 Miscellany
53 Barrie’s St. Bernard
54 Minty cocktail
57 Produced
58 Cut
60 Mitchell family
61 Tactless
63 Narrow-minded
67 Spiny saltwater creature
69 Actresses Ella or Cristina
70 Role for Brosnan
74 Gumshoe
75 Fine porcelain
76 Starting point
79 Newsy note
83 Refuge from The Flood
84 Leaning tower city
85 Help!
86 Taradiddle
87 Slangy negative
88 Servant of a sort
90 Mauna ___
91 Longhorn rival
92 Damaged again
95 Nabokov novel
96 Recover
98 Fit
99 Quiver contents
101 Bruin great
102 Reprimand
106 Mocked
110 Zenith
111 Hawkeye State
112 Bedrock housewife
114 Night noise
115 Next in line
116 Bottomland
117 Heavens supporter

118 Great expanse
119 Susan, of “L.A. Law”
120 Party VIP
121 ___ out: barely wins
122 Off the track

DOWN

1 Diamond Head site
2 Network
3 Made-up peers of song
4 Situate
5 Rewards for those who wait
6 In the manner of
7 Alfresco dining
8 Part of the extended family
9 French critic and philosopher
10 Dead end
11 S. African settler
12 Excited about
13 Average
14 Enlists again
15 In the vicinity
16 Come forth
17 FDR innovation
21 Reshape
27 Wallach or Whitney
29 Credit extender
30 Crepe de ___
32 Milan’s La ___
34 Kukla’s friend
35 “Damn Yankees” vamp
36 Joie de vivre
37 Boisterous fan
39 Pass
40 Leader of the pack
44 Any ship
46 Emergence
47 Residue
48 Trans. Dept. agency
50 Curved opening
51 Early soda pop label
52 Yemen capital
55 Conductor Georg
56 Matador’s march
57 Rodeo feature
59 Tad’s dad
62 Jeanne d’___
63 ___ la Douce
64 Retreat
65 Connection
66 Hindu religious retreat: var.
68 Only English pope, with “IV”
71 Trip up
72 Sense of self
73 Pts. of tons
77 Clock setting in LA
78 Baseball family
80 Forum frock
81 Heroic
82 Submissive
84 ___ Alegre, Brazil
88 Dandyism
89 Unyielding
90 Literary family of Massachusetts
91 Disinfectant spray
92 Punjab prince
93 Developed
94 Glossy cloth
96 Tuna’s cousin
97 Fileh
100 “Laugh-In” host
103 Near
104 Unescorted
105 Has a debt
106 Lip
107 The other side?
108 Part of QED
109 Retreat
113 Fannie of finance